In this paper we develop a new predictive flow control scheme and analyze its performance. This scheme controls the nonreal-time traffic based on predicting the real-time traffic. The goal of the work is to operate the network in a low congestion, high throughput regime. We provide a rigorous analysis of the performance of our flow control method and show that the algorithm has attractive and useful properties. From our analysis we obtain an explicit condition that gives us design guidelines on how to choose a predictor. We learn that it is especially important to take the queueing effect into account in developing the predictor. We also provide numerical results comparing different predictors that use varying degrees of information from the network.
INTRODUCTION
In an efficiently utilized network, even if the dimensioning of network resources has been done correctly and the admission control mechanism is good, the network may go into periods of congestion due to the transient oscillations in the network tral'fic. It is thus necessary to develop a mechanism to reduce quickly the congestion or pre-empt it, so as to cause the least possible degradation of quality of service (QoS) to the underlying applications. This is especially important for delay sensitive traffic such as video or voice traffic, which we will refer to as real-time (RT) traffic. For these types of traffic, if a packet arrives after a certain deadline it is assumed to be lost. There are other elasfic types of traffic, such as data traffic (e-mail, file transfers, web browsing, etc.), that are more delay insensitive and we will call them non-real4ime (NttT) traffic. Our goal will be to develop a predictive flow *Please address correspondence to Ness B. Shroff (shroff~purdue.edu, Tel.
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A seemingly appealing (but naive) solution to prevent the NRT traffic from affecting the RT traffic is to simply give the RT traffic priority over the NR.T traffic. While this ensures that the RT traffic is not delayed by the NRT traffic in the network, it also means that the NI~T may have to be retransmitted many times (due to buffer overflows within the network), to be successfully transmitted, thus~ reducing the overall throughput in the network. Hence, the problem of controlling the NRT traffic must be more carefully considered.
There have been different research efforts on how to control the NRT traffic arrival rate, from simple single-bit feedback control [5] [9] to explicit-rate control [1] [2][3] [10] [17]. Some rate-based control schemes are fairly simple and do not consider the impact of high-priority lq.T traffic~ nor do they consider the round trip propagation delay. In these schemes, low-frequency high-magnitude oscillations may exist in the queueing of packets that occurs within the network. By considering the high-priority traffic and round-trip delays, an explicit-rate control scheme based on the result of frequency domain analysis of multimedia traffic [12] was proposed in [17] . The basic idea of [17] is to apply a lowpass filter on the high-priority traffic, then predict the low frequency part of the high-priority traffic, and finally control the NRT traffic rate. Because of the low-pass filter, the high-frequency oscillations in the queueing process are eliminated, thus improving the stability. In [17] , the control objective was to minimize the unused link capacity by minimizing the mean squared prediction error of the highpriority traffic rate. But, the authors in [17] , use a simple step function, rather than a stochastic process, to model the smoothed RT traffic, In some cases, this approach could lead to poor performance, as will be illustrated in Section 6 of this paper. Further, modeling the RT traffic with a step function does not shed any light on the queueing behavior (congestion characteristics) at the network node being controlled.
For an explicit-rate control scheme to be practical when high-prlority I~T traffic (or other uncontrollable traffic) is present, there are two main problems that need to be addressed.
Individual Link-Level Problem:
Predicting the link capacity available for the NaT traffic at an individual link in the network. One approach to controlling the NtLT traffc is to be able to predict the RT traffic (at the link of interest) at some time in the future. Then, based on this prediction, control the NaT traffic. Prediction is required due to the relatively large propagation delay component (large delay bandwidth product) in high-speed networks. Because of the stochastic variations in the aggregate high-priority RT traffic at each link, the available link capacity for the NRT traffic will be time-varying. Our objective is to find a way to predict the available link capacity for the NI~T traffic such that the output link is efficiently utilized and the overflow probability is kept low.
Network.Level Problem:
Distributing the available link capacity for the NaT flows in the network to maximize throughput (or more generally some utility function), based on appropriate fairness requirements. This problem has been studied when all the traffic is controllable [4] [13][11] [16] . We will briefly discuss issues related to this problem in the context of having both NaT (controlled) and RT (uncontrolled) traffic over the network in Section 5. However, this problem is not the focus of the paper.
One of the main difficulties of the first problem is the nonlinearity in the system. The queneing system that determines the congestion on the link is itself a non-linear system. Additionally, the control system to be implemented is also non-linear, because the controlled NaT traffic rate can never be less than zero. Due to this non-linear property, it is difficult to aualyze the performance of the system and analyze the stability of the explicit-rate controlled system. Hence, in some works [2] [17], a linear system is used as an approximation to analyze the stability of the controlled system. In contrast, in our work, we will explicitly take into account the non-linearity in both the queueing and the control systems. What we present here is a general prediction and control framework. For example, depending on the information that is available from the network, our predictive flow control scheme can vary from one that uses a simple low pass filter with linear control algorithm to a more complex scheme that takes advantage of per-flow information, potentially improving the performance. In Section 6, we will describe three different approaches that take advantage of different levels of information available to us from the network and have differing levels of complexity and performance.
PREDICTIVE FLOW CONTROL MODEL
As mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we mainly focus on the individual link-level problem. Hence, we focus on a single multiplexing point in the network which consists of a link and an associated buffer that serve both RT and NI/LT traffic. This multiplexing point in the network could be an output port of a router/switch or a multiplexer. This multiplexing point is modeled by a work-conserving, discrete-time fluid queue with an infinite buffer. Note that we only require that the service discipline be work conserving and not necessarily FIFO. In fact, to prevent the NI~T traffic from affecting the RT traffic, it may be better to use some kind of priority queue rather than a simple FIFO queue. For analytical tractability, we assume an infinite buffer system. This allows us to obtain valuable insights on how to design a predictive flow control system. We believe that these insights will carry over to finite buffer systems, because of the close relationship of various congestion metrics in finite and infinite buffer systems. For example, it is well known that when the queue level of an infinite buffer system is small, it also implies that the queue level of the corresponding finite buffer system is small. So, if our intention was to develop a control algorithm to maximize the goodput in a finite buffer system with buffer size x, one approach would be to develop a control algorithm to minimize the probability that the corresponding infinite buffer queue would exceed a level 2, given a utilization constraint.
Our system diagram is shown in Fig 1. Let V(n) be the aggregate amount of RT traffic that arrives at the queue of interest at time n. We assume that V,n~ := sup,>o {V(n)} is finite and that V(n) is stationary in the mean, i.e., V" '.= ~v(n)}.
Our goal is to control the NI~T traffic based on predicting the aggregate RT traffic at the queue. We define as(n) to be the available link capacity for ith NaT traffic computed at time n based on the predicted value of the RT traffic rate. This explicit rate information is sent back to the ith NaT traffic source. Since, in this paper, our main focus is on the individual link-level problem, we assume that the calculated available link capacity for the NP~T traffic can be fully utilized, i.e., the NRT traffic sources always have enough data to transmit. Let N be the number of NaT traffic sources and let n~,i --1,..., N be the round trip delay between the ith NaT source and the destination. (Note that we need the notation n~ for our theoretical analysis. But in practice, the actual value of nl may or may not be needed. See Section 5 and 6). Then a(n) = ~--1 61(n -Ri) is the aggregate NRT traffic arrival to the queue at time n. (We assume that a control message is propagated from the queue of interest to the destination and back to the source). We further define ~(n) as the predicted value of V(n) based on the history of V before time n -nl. We assume that the predictor is linear, i iUsing a linear predictor has been found to give very good results for video traffic [12, 17] , and we find that it gives Let V(z I be the Z-transform of V(n) -~r and ~( z ) be the (1) where H~(z I is a causal, stable linear time invariant system [15] . This form of predictor is quite general and includes all time-series types of predictors (e.g. ARMA). From Eq. (1), we can easily show that ~ (n)} = fr, i.e., the predictor is unbiased.
The workload or queue-length, q(n), at time n at the queue of interest will be determined by a(n), V(n), and the service rate (link rate) of the queue IP. We assume that the queue process begins at time n = 0 and q(0) = 0. For stability, we also require that V < IP.
The feedback control scheme is as follows. We predict the aggregate RT traffic rate, and use the predicted value to compute as(n), 1 < n < N. Here, we ignore the time needed for prediction and computing (however, we can just as easily add it to the delay hi). In this paper, we will present a predictive flow control algorithm and analyze the queueing behavior of the system. For simplicity of exposition, we will first consider only one N a T traffic source and develop a result for the queueing behavior at the queue of interest. We extend this result to the multiple NI~T traffic sources case in Section 4.
S I N G L E N R T T R A F F I C M O D E L 3.1 Predictive Flow Control A l g o r i t h m
In this section, we assume that there is only one NI:tT traffic source al(n) (or a group of NRT traffic loops with the same round trip delay nl). Note that by definition, a(n) = al ( nhi). Ideally, what we want to achieve is a(n I -b V(n) = IP at all time n. However, there are two difficulties in achieving this. Firstly, since we do not know V(n) in advance, we need to estimate its value through prediction which will always have a certain possibility of error. Secondly, V(n) could be greater than IP but since a(n) cannot be negative, the sum a(n) + V(n) cannot be made equal to IP. , the non-linearity was not considered and a simplified version of Eq. 2, al (n) = pIP-171 (n + nl), was used). Although this method of control is easy to implement, it has a major drawback. The drawback is that this type of control does not take into account the queueing behavior, but simply the difference between the service rate and the RT traffic. To elaborate, consider even the situation of perfect prediction, and that V(n) has exceeded IP for some time. During the period that V(n) has exceeded IP, the above equation correctly sets al(n) to good results for other types of traffic as well. Unlike other works in the literature, we allow both the control algorithm and the queueing operation to be non-linear.
be zero. But, even after V(n) is no longer larger than Ip, there could still be a substantial backlog in the queue, during which al (n) should be set to zero. However, according to Eq. (2), the moment V(n) is less than IP, the N a T source is allowed to transmit, thus potentially causing unnecessary congestion at the queue. This will also be shown in our simulation results. Hence, we need a better flow control algorithm. What we will attempt to do is to keep the queue length at the node of interest small~ while maintaining a certain level of throughput given by
n--.).oo ~'~ Note again, that at time 0 the queue will be empty.
P r o p o s e d C o n t r o l A l g o r i t h m ( N = 1 case)
1. Define a virtual queueing process ql (n) and set ql (0) = 0.
ql(n) = [ql(n -
For n < 0, we let y(n) = 0.
al(n) = [PIP-171(n+nl)-ql(n+nl
we let al(n) = 0.
In the above algorithm, we maintain a^virtual queueing system ql with the predicted KT traffic V1 (n) as input and pp as the service rate. Here we can see the difference between our algorithm and the one given by Eq. (2). In Eq. (2),
The NKT traffic rate depends only on the predicted KT traffic rate at time n. But in our algo-
the NI~T traffic rate, we consider both the predicted RT traffic rate at time n and the predicted queue length at time n -1. This results in much lower network congestion, as will be illustrated in the paper. Note that although we have used nl in Step 3 of the algorithm, this does not mean that we need to explicitly know the actual value of nl, or even an approximation of it. All we need to know is the value of Vl(n + nl) (ql(n + n, -1) can be calculated from 1711 .
To calculate 171(n + nl), nl may or may not be needed, depending on the type of predictor being used. For example, if we choose a simple predictor Hi(z) = 0.5 + 0.Sz -1.
171(n + nl) = 0.5V(n) + 0.5V(n -1). Here, we can see that the value of nl is not needed to calculate 171(n + nl). In Section 6, we will provide numerical results comparing different predictors (some that explicitly use values of nl and some that do not).
Also note that when 17"1 (n) _< pip for all n, ql (n) will always be zero. In this case our control algorithm will reduce to the linear version of Eq. (21, i.e., al(n) = p# -171(n + nl).
But since the high priority RT traffic does not always satisfy this condition, although the linear version is simple, it is not be appropriate, especially for very bursty lIT traffic (we will discuss this further in Section 6).
We now focus exclusively on our control algorithm. Hence we consider two queueing systems with ~ (n) as the I~T traffic input. Note that ql (n) and q2(n) described below are not the queue lengths of an actual queue at a link, but merely useful descriptors for developing our theoretical analysis.
LEMMA 1. Let ql (n) be the workload at time n in a queueing system with input l~l (n) and service rate p# and let q2 (n) be the workload at time n in a queuein9 system with input a(n) + Vl(n) and service rate pl~. Then q2(n) = ql(n) for any n _> O.
In this section, we will analyze the relationship between q(n) and the queue length qo(n) of a queueing system with only RT traffic input V(n). The next theorem shows that our predictive flow control algorithm can achieve a queue length q(n) that is only an additive constant (2C1) larger than qo(n), for any n. Here, qo(n) is defined as the queue length at time n o f a queueing system qo with arrival rate V(n) and service rate #. Note that qo has the same RT arrival rate V(n) as in our controlled system, but has no NRT input! Proof: See Appendix A From Lemma 1, we observe that the queue length of a system that uses our control mechanism having both a(n) and ~ (n) as input is the same as the queue length of a system which only has V1 (n) as input. This is a very desirable property. It means that we can send more data and at the same time not increase the queue length. Of course, in real network, the RT traffic rate will be V(n) rather than Vl(n), hence we will take this into account as well. Next, we will focus on the actual queue that we wish to control. This queue will have input from both the aggregate RT source V(n) and the controlled NI~T source a(n). As mentioned before the service rate of this queue is p, We will show that using our control algorithm, the output link utilization of the queue of interest is fixed at p (this is what we want from (3)). Since the input to the queue in consideration is a(n)+V(n), and since E{V(n)} = V, what Proposition 1 tells us is that the average aggregate input rate to the queue is given by pp. As mentioned earlier, this is exactly the desired utilization we want. This also tells us that when we fix p in our control algorithm, the output link utilization is also fixed and does not depend on other predictor parameters.
Next, we will fix p, and observe how the queue length of the queue of interest will be affected by different predictor parameters.
P r o p e r t i e s o f the F l o w C o n t r o l l e d Q u e u e
The queue in consideration has service rate/~ (output link rate) and the total input to it is a(n) + V(n) at time n > 0, where V(n) is the aggregate RT input and a(n) is the resultant NRT input as determined through our predictive flow control algorithm. As mentioned before, q(n) denotes the workload or queue length of this queue.
Since the queue is empty at time n = 0, q(n), the queue length at time n, can be expressed as [8] Proof: See Appendix C What Proposition 1 tells us is that we can completely achieve the the utilization constraint that we set to achieve in Eq. (3) . Now what Theorem 1 tells us is that under the condition P~-f" < Hi(l) < 1, the queue length at any time in our ~--V --controlled qneue will at most exceed the queue length in a queueing system q0 by a constant. This is quite remarkable since q0 is a queueing system that has no NRT traffic input at all and hence one would expect that its queue length would be a very loose lower bound on the queue length generated by a control scheme that attempts to achieve a utilization of pp > fz. However, even when the q(n) of our scheme is compared to qo(n) the queue length without NRT traffic, we can show that q(n) is only an additive constant (hence not dependent on the time n) larger than qo(n).
We are now ready to extend this result to the case when multiple NRT traffic sources with different round trip delays are multiplexed at the node of interest.
M U L T I P L E N R T T R A F F I C M O D E L
We now consider a system with N NRT traffic sources. Remember that ~( n ) is the predicted value of the aggregate RT traffic V(n) based on the history of V before time n -n~.
Again, note that q(0) = 0, our predictive flow control algorithm is given as follows:
Proposed Control A l g o r i t h m 1. Set qdo) = O, 1 < i < N.
qi(n) = [qd(n -
For n < 0, we let vcn) = 0.
as(n) = ~[ p # -~( n + m ) -q~( n + m -1 ) ]
+. For n < 0, we let a~ (n) = 0.
From the proof of Proposition 1 and the above algorithm, it follows that l i m n~ E~ffil at(j) = ~( p # _~) for the multiple NRT traffic case. Note tl~at how to assign the available link capacity is in fact a network-level problem. Since we only consider a single link here, for fairness, in Step 3, we assign the available link capacity in such a way that each NRT traffic has the same average arrival rate. This is by no means a necessary condition, and can be relaxed by modifying step 3 above in favor of a more unfair system if the situation or the solution of the network-level problem requires it. We will discuss this further in Section 5.
We now have a version of Theorem 1 with multiple NRT sources having different round-trip delays. Once again let qo(n) correspond to the queue length at time n of a queueing system with service rate ~ and input V(n), while q(n) is the queue length at time n of the system with input V(n)+a(n), where a(n) = E~vffil a~(n --nl). Therefore, Theorem 2 tells us that with our predictive flow control algorithm, the queue length of the system will be less than the queue length with only RT traffic plus a constant finite value that does not depend on n.
DISCUSSION
Consider the condition P~-_< Hi(l) ~ 1 that is obtained from our main results. We can see that when Hi(l) = 1, this condition is satisfied for any p < 1. Hence, from now on the first requirement for our predictor will be that Hi(l) = 1. Next, we provide more justification why designing a predictor under this condition is desirable.
Tail of Queue Length Distribution (Tail Probability)
From Theorem 2, we know that the only requirement for the RT traffic is Vma® < oo. So, the result can be applied to both short range dependent and long range dependent RT traffic. Now, consider the probability P{q(n) > 2}, when 2 is large. 
When the aggregate I~T traffic V(n) is long range dependent, for a large class of traffic models [6] , the tail probability 
Ae -B(~-2°)d
x~e~ P{Qo > z} -< ji~n
Since the right hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7) is a constant (1 for Eq. (7)), this tells us that the tail probability for the flow controlled queue does not diverge from the queue length distribution of the system with only R,T traffic. Since the tail probability in infinite buffer systems is intimately connected to the overflow probability in finite buffer systems, this again makes a rigorous statement on the effectiveness of our flow control scheme.
We have show that when ~ < Hi(l) < 1 for all 1 < i < N, the queue length of the predictive flow control system will not exceed the original queue length with only RT traffic plus a constant value. Now, the question is what happens when Hi(l) does not satisfy this condition? It turns out that one can easily construct many cases when, if this lim~ ~{Q>~ condition is not satisfied, ~ will go to oo. Due to space limitations, we will not explicitly provide such examples here, however, in our numerical section, this will be illustrated through the help of Figure 5 .
Stability
Another important issue in explicit rate feedback flow control is the stability of the controlled queueing system. From our main result, it follows that if Ha(z) are stable and Hi(l) = 1 for all i, then the queue length will not exceed that of a queue with only RT traffic plus a constant value. This means that if the queue with only KT traffic is stable, our queueing system will also be stable. Further, this stability does not depend on the predictor parameters, once Hi(l) = 1 is known. In a real system, the round trip delays of NUT traffic are not always easily determined and in most feedback flow control schemes, this is an important factor that may cause the system to become unstable. However, in our system, if we keep Hi(l) = 1, the stability will be maintained regardless of errors in estimating the round-trip delay.
Per-Flow Information
As discussed in Section 3, in our predictive flow control scheme we may or may not choose to use the round-trip delay information in computing the parameters of the predictor. This is important because the round trip delay is the only per-flow information in our predictive flow control scheme. Our main result, Hi(I) = 1, tells us that a class of predictors satisfying this condition, will perform well. However, how to choose a predictor from this class is still an open problem. It depends very much on how much information we can infer from the network. For this reason, in the numerical examples (Section 6), we will numerically study predictors that require per-flow information and those that do not.
Minimizing which error?
An important idea that motivates the development of our predictive control method is that minimizing the error at each point in the prediction is less important than minimizing the accumulated error. For example, the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) predictor is a widely used predictor that can be used to predict the RT tral~ic. In this way, we have a minimum mean squared error at each prediction point. However, we know that a large queue length is mainly caused by the accumulated traffic in a time interval. Hence, a minimum error at each point in time may be less important than a minimum accumulated error over the time period in which the queue builds up. This is where the condition He(l) = 1 is important. Because it tells us that if, in our predictor, we choose Hi(l) = 1, we are ensuring that the accumulated error is bounded (e.g. Theorem 2). This is also demonstrated by our numerical results which show that the MMSE predictor results in poor performance compared to predictors that maintain Ha(l) = 1. In fact, what we will show is that although the MMSE predictor requires per-flow information, it does not perform as well as predictors that explicitly consider the queueing behavior (i.e., using Hi(l) = 1) but do not require per-flow information.
Network-Level Problem and Applicability
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two main problems to be considered for performing explicit-rate flow control. The first problem is at the level of an individual link and the second problem is at the level of the entire network. In this paper, we have focused on the individual link-level problem and predicted the amount of available link capacity for the NKT traffic in the presence of the high-priority RT traffic. The question to be answered now is how to distribute this available capacity in a fair and optimal manner from the point of view of the entire network? This remains an open problem.
However, when the available link capacity is fixed (i.e., there is no uncontrollable or RT traffic in the network), there are very elegant solutions to this problem (e.g. [4] , [13] , [11] , [16] ). Our work could be combined with these works to form a complete solution for the explicit-rate flow control problem. This would also make the work applicable to current technologies such as TCP and ATM. In particular, since, our flow control algorithm is a type of explicit rate flow control, it can directly be applied to ATM/ABR type feedback flow control mechanisms. It can also be applied to TCP with the introduction of Active Queue Management (AQM) strategies such as Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [7] and Random Exponential Marking (REM). For example, REM is a practical implementation of the network-level optimal flow control algorithm in [13] . Our work could then be combined with REM by simply replacing the fixed available link capacity, by a time-varying link capacity as determined by our predictive flow control algorithm. However, because the available link capacity is time-varying now, many new open problems will arise. For example, the fairness and optimality considered in [13] may not hold now. This will form the basis for our future work in this area.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we assume that V(n) is wide sense stationary. We also assume that Hi(z) is of the form ~o B~) z -m.
From the discussion above, we know that if we design predictors that do not satisfy the condition ~-_ -v < Ha(l) <_ 1, the tail probability of the queue length may be much greater than that of predictors which satisfy the condition. Most current works on predictive flow control and even more general feedback flow control focus on minimizing the mean square of some control objective, for example, the mean square of unused link capacity. In [17], a low pass filter is also applied to the high priority traffic to improve the performance and stability. Under this type of method, the predictor may not satisfy the condition ~ < Hi(l) < 1 ~-V --and in some cases could result in increased congestion. We will demonstrate this through our simulation results. As mentioned in Section 5, since the above condition is satisfied for all p when Ha(l) = 1, the first requirement for our predictor is that H~(1) = 1. Under the condition that Hi(l) = 1, there are still a number of predictors that we can choose. How to choose an appropriate predictor depends on how much information we can infer from the network. We will discuss three approaches to designing the predictors under the condition of Hi(l) = 1.
Predictor Ai: The first predictor we use is very simple. We simply choose a fixed low pass filter HLPF(Z) as the predictor. This is in fact the predictor used in the Hz scheme of [17] . Note that although the H2 scheme uses the same predictors as ours, it does not use the same control algorithm as ours. In [17] , it is assumed that I~1 (n) <_ pp at all time n and a linear version of Eq. (2), al(n) = p~ -lfl(n + nl), is used to calculate the available link capacity. This could result in poor performance, when the non-linear control Eq. (2) is applied, as shown in Figure 6 of this Section.
So, for predictor A1, we let H~(z) = HLpF(Z). It satisfies the condition Ha(l) = 1.
Predictor A2:
In designing predictor A2, we assume that we can obtain information about both the NRT traffic and the aggregate ttT traffic. Hence, here we assume that per-flow information will be available. Again, for simplicity, we first consider the case of one NRT traffic source. From the proof of Theorem 1, we know that the upper bound on q(n) is: Next, we will minimize l i m z~ Var{X~a} under the condition Hi(l) = 1. The intuition for minimizing liml~oo Var{Xn3} is that this asymptotic variance is related to the congestion in the system (namely P{Q > ~}) [6] . D e f i n e t h e L a g r a n g i a n f u n c t i o n as M;
From ~r 7 = 0, m = 0,... , M1 and ~-~ = 0, we get,
,IM, "" 0 1 B!~ 6.~+M~ From Eq. (8), it is immediately apparent that the per-flow information (i.e., round trip delay n~) is required. Hence, for different NRT traffic loops with different round trip delays, we need to have different predictors. This approach is the most complex of the three approaches.
Predictor A3: In predictor A3, we still use Eq. (8) to calculate the predictor parameters. But rather than try to estimate a round trip delay for each NRT flow, we roughly estimate a round trip delay no for all NRT flows. Once the round trip delay n~ is fixed to no, Eq. (8) will be the same for all NRT flows. Thus, as in A1, only one predictor is needed for all NRT traffic flows (this also implies that only one virtual queue needs to be maintained). Since A3 also does explicit prediction based on the stochastic properties of the RT traffic, rather than just use smoothing, we expect that A3 will perform better than A1.
In fact, what we will demonstrate through our numerical results is that the performance of A3 (that does not require per-flow information) approximates the performance of A2 (requires per-flow information) quite well. and distributions are not considered, primarily because of the complexity this would entail in terms of measurements, in practice. However, given more information on the RT traffic, for example, an accurate model for the I~T traffic, one can always design a better predictor.
In the following simulations, we will use the control algorithm defined in section 3.1 (single NRT source case) and in section 4 (multiple NRT sources case). From Proposition 1, we know that once p is fixed, the output link utilization will also be fixed. In this section, we will compare the performance of the different predictors under the same output link utilization. The predictor designed with minimizing mean square method is represented as MMSE. The MMSE predictor is designed as follows. will require explicit knowledge of the round trip delays (i.e., per-flow information).
In A1, the fixed low pass filter is chosen as HLpF(Z) = ¼(1 + Z -I + Z -2 + z-S). In A2, A3, and MMSE predictors, M~ is set to 5. Our simulation results are shown in Figs. 2-4 . In these simulations, five NRT sources are simulated and the round trip delays are varied from 5 to 9. In A3, the roughly estimated round trip delay no is set to 5. Fig. 2 shows the result of a simulation generated with actual MPEG-video traces as the I~T traffic input. The mean rate of the aggregate RT traffic is ll.6Mbps. We set the output link rate p = 15Mirps and the utilization p = 98%. From this figure, we can see that A1, A2, and A3 predictors all have comparable performance, but axe all much better than the traditional MMSE predictor.
In Fig. 3 , V(n) is a generated Gaussian process which is , and the utilization is set to 98%. In this case, V~,~ is no longer finite and our theorem will not hold. However, even in this case, we can observe from Fig. 3 , that our predictors significantly outperform the MMSE predictor. In this ease, predictors A2 and A3 have similar performance and both outperform A1, especially for small values of the buffer level z.
In Fig. 4 , 1000 multiplexed voice sources correspond to the aggregate RT traffic. Each voice source is modeled by a Markov modulated On-Off fluid process. The state transition matrix and rate vector are given as follows.
[0. The mean rate of the aggregate PaT traffic is 341.2. We set the link capacity to 500 and the utilization to 99.8%. In this figure, we compare the performance of three predictors . Since all three predictors satisfy the condition Hi(l) = 1, in most cases, they perform quite well. For example, in the above two figures, A2 and A3 are better than A1, but not by a significant amount. However, in some cases, the difference between the A1 predictor and the other two predictors can be quite substantial, as is illustrated by Fig 4 . This is the case, here, because the A2 and A3 predictors (unlike A1) try to predict the RT traffic at the queue at explicit times in the future, which can be done accurately when the RT traffic is generated from Markovian sources (as is the case, here). We can also see from the above simulations that although predictor A3 does not require per-flow informations, the performance of A3 is almost identical to A2 in most cases. Hence, compared to A1 and A2, the predictor A3 will be a better choice in practical networks.
To explain our main results more clearly (Theorem 1), we do the following simulation. In this simulation, we have only one NKT sources with round trip delay 5. The l i t source and the link capacities are the same as in Fig. 3 . But we vary the utilization from 90% to 99% with a step of 1%. The result is shown in Fig. 5 . We can observe that, with an A3 predictor, the tail probability remains low even when the utilization is very high. But with the MMSE predictor, when the utilization increases, the tail probability also increases. In fact, for the MMSE predictor, H1(1) = 0.878.
When p = 94%, we have ~-= 0.88. So, when p < 94%, the tail probabilities of the MMSE and A3 predictor axe quite close. However, when p > 94%, the difference is substantial. Hence, our analytical result in Theorem 1 provides a guideline as to when the MMSE predictor will work well and when it would not.
In Fig 6, we compare our control algorithm with the control algorithm that uses Eq. (2). As we mentioned in Section 3, when 1~1 (n) _< p~u for all n, our control algorithm and Eq. (2) reduce to the same linear equation. But when this condition is not true, we can see the difference between these two control algorithms in Fig. 6 . In this simulation, there is only one NRT sources with round trip delay 5.The RT source and the link capacity are still the same as in Fig. 3 . To see the difference when the condition Vl(n) < p/~ is violated, we use the same A3 predictor in both control algorithms. In the figure, our control algorithm is marked C1, and the one that uses Eq. (2) is marked C2. The utilization is set to 98%. But note that when using control algorithm C2, given p, the utilization is not fixed at p. In this simulation, we set p = 97.5% for C2 to make sure that the measured utilization is 98%, the same as C1. From this figure, using the same predictor, we can see that our control algorithm outperforms the one that uses Eq. (2).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first present a predictive flow control model and motivate its development. We then analyze this predictive flow control system allowing both the control and the queueing process to be non-linear. Our analysis gives us insights on what parameters to choose for designing the predictor. Through simulations, we show that our predictive flow control algorithm can significantly outperform the MMSE based predictive flow control algorithm. In fact, even our predictive flow control algorithms that do not require per-flow information also do substantially better than the MMSE based algorithm that uses per-flow information. This tells us that simply minimizing the prediction error without taking into account the queueing in the system, can yield very poor performance.
Through our analysis, we are also able to determine when other predictors in the literature such as the MMSE predictor work well. For example, if a prediction scheme has H(1) = 1, it is generally expected to perform well. Our main contribution has been in solving the individual-link level problem and to provide a scheme to predict the available link capacity when high priority traffic is present. It can be combined with other solutions for network-level problems to form a complete solution. Our scheme has also been shown to be flexible. For example, depending on the characteristic of the RT traffic, a control algorithm using a virtual queue or a simple linear control algorithm can be chosen. Similarly, depending on how much information we can obtain from the network, there are different approaches that can be used to design the predictor in our framework. In our numerical study, we compare the performance of three such approaches that use differing level of information from the network.
[17] Y. Zhao, S. Li, and S. Sigaxto. A linear dynamic model design of stable explicit-rate ABR control scheme. In Proceedings of IBEE INFOCOM, pages 283-292, 1997.
APPENDIX A. PROOF OF LEMMA 1
For ql(n), we have, ql (0) = 0 and
For q2(n), we have, qz(0) = 0 and
where a(n) = a l ( n -n l ) . For n < hi, a(n) = a x ( n -n l ) = 0, Hence, for n _< hi, q2(n) = ql(n). For n > nl, we will use induction to prove qz (n) = ql (n). Assuming that q2 ( n -1) = ql(n -1), for n > hi, we have,
Next, we will discuss two cases. When p# -V1 (n) -ql (n -1) > O, we have ql(n) = [ql(n -1) + Vi(n) -p/Z]+ = 0 and
In both cases, we have q~(~) = q~(n).
B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Throughout this proof, we use the definitions of ql (n) and q2 (n) defined in Lemma 1.
For any j > nl, we have,
Because a(j) = 0 for j < hi, we have,
j=nl+l Next, we focus on ql(n) -ql(ni). Let ql and q2 be the queueing systems with queue lengths ql(n) and q2(n), respectively. Further, let/z(n) be the amount of traffic that leaves qi at time n. We then have,
Because ' V" < p/z, qi will be a stable system. Hence, lira EJ~="'+I/z(j) = lira E j~n l + l ~( J ) = ~, n.--4 ¢<~ n n .--~¢o n i.e., lim ql (n) -ql(nx) = 0.
n--~o¢ n So, from Eqs. (10) and (11), lira E j~l a(j) = P/Z _ 9.
n.--+ oo n
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we will prove two lemmas that will be needed later to prove Theorem 1.
For the next 1,emma, we define two queueing systems with service r a t e / Z . The first queueing system has input rate Vl(n) and corresponding queue length q'l(n), while the second queueing system has input rate a(n) + ~:l(n) (where a(n) is determined by our flow control algorithm) and queue s length qz(n).
LEMMA 2. Under the above definitions, if/Z' _> p#, we t t
have q2(n) = ql(n), for any n > O.
Proof: From Lemma 1 and our algorithm, we know that a(n) = ~p~ --Vl(n) -ql(n -1)] +, n > nl and a(n) = O, n < hi. Now, we define a' (n) as, a' (n) = [/Z' -Q l (n)-q~l (n-1)] +, n > nl a n d a ' ( n ) = 0, n _< hi. qi andq'i have the same input traffic rate 1)1 (n). But the output link rates are p# and /Z' respectively. Because #' _> p#, we have ql (n) > q'l (n) for any n. So, we have a(n) < a ~ (n) for any n > 0. Now, consider a queueing system with/Z' as the output link rate and a'(n) + Vl(n) as the input traffic rate. We denote ! t t the queue length as qa(n). Comparing q2 and qa, we find they have the same output link rate. But since a(n) _< a' (n) I for any n, the input traffic rate of q2 will always be less than or equal to the input traffic rate of qs. Hence, we have q'2(~) _< q'3(~) for any ~.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we can also prove that # # t I ql(n) = qs(n). Hence, q2(n) <_ ql(n). Also, obviously, t t q2(n) ~ ql(n). Thus, q~(n) ' = q l ( n ) .
I
It should be noted that the requirement that p >_ pp is necessary for stability because our objective is to utilize the link at a level pp. p' = (91(j) -9) -H,(1)(V(j) -9) where C = maxl<_~<N C~.
9~(j) -

+H~(1)(V(j) -V) + Q -#' = -D(j) + Ht(1)(V(j) -U)
q~(n)
O
